Charge order has now been observed in several cuprate high-temperature superconductors. We report a resonant inelastic x-ray scattering experiment on the electron-doped cuprate Nd 2−x CexCuO 4 that demonstrates the existence of dynamic correlations at the charge order wave vector. Upon cooling we observe a softening in the electronic response, which has been predicted to occur for a d-wave charge order in electron-doped cuprates. At low temperatures, the energy range of these excitations coincides with that of the dispersive magnetic modes known as paramagnons. Furthermore, measurements where the polarization of the scattered photon is resolved indicate that the dynamic response at the charge order wave vector primarily involves spin-flip excitations. Overall, our findings indicate a coupling between dynamic magnetic and charge-order correlations in the cuprates.
In addition to the long-studied superconducting (SC), antiferromagnetic (AF), and pseudogap phases, the copperbased high-temperature superconductors (cuprates) also feature charge order (CO) correlations. The CO is a periodic organization of low-energy electronic states and it is ubiquitous to all cuprate families [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] . Early theoretical works that predicted an instability toward an intertwined pattern of charge and spin order, known as stripes [17, 18] , were first confirmed by neutron scattering experiments in the La-based family, i.e. (La,Nd) 2−x (Ba,Sr) x CuO 4 [1] . In more recent years, the observation of CO in other cuprate families has led to new theories that suggest a tight link between the emergence of CO and AF fluctuations [19] [20] [21] [22] . However, the possibility of such an interplay in non-stripe materials remains controversial. Several studies show no clear correlation between the doping evolution of the CO with that of the AF properties [14, 23, 24] , except for the case of Zn-doped YBa 2 Cu 3 O 6+δ (YBCO), where magnetic order is nucleated by Zn impurities at the expense of the CO [25] . Still, a clear connection between CO and AF correlations remains elusive due to the lack of experiments that simultaneously resolve the excitations of both charge and spin degrees of freedom. The electron-doped cuprate Nd 2−x Ce x CuO 4 (NCCO), featuring more prominent AF correlations than its hole-doped counterparts [26] , also develops CO [13] , making it an ideal system where to investigate the relation between AF and CO correlations.
Although static CO has been detected by a variety of experiments that probe electrons at long time scales, momentum-resolved evidence for dynamic CO correlations has proven to be more elusive. In YBCO, where the CO is the strongest (apart from the special case of stripes in La-cuprates), Cu-L 3 resonant inelastic x-ray scattering (RIXS) shows that the CO is quasi-elastic within 130 meV [6] , and non-resonant inelastic X-ray scattering indicates that the lattice distortion associated with the CO is static within 1.4 meV [27] . However, several experiments [5, [28] [29] [30] [31] showed that the intensity and correlation length of the CO, in a narrow doping range of YBCO, are dramatically enhanced in magnetic fields above 12 T, suggesting that the short-range (≈ 65Å) CO at zero field is likely a precursor state to the high field CO. Even shorter-range CO correlations (≈ 25Å) are observed in most other cuprates, including electron-doped materials [9, 10, 12-14, 16, 32] . Thus, it is possible that the zero-field CO correlations in the cuprates are primarily dynamic in nature [33] [34] [35] and their observation by static probes is the result of disorder pinning. More recently, a RIXS study reported the observation of CO excitations (≈ 50 meV) in Bi 2 Sr 2 CaCu 2 O 8+δ [36] , although a coupling to dynamic magnetic correlations was not reported.
Over the last few years, Cu-L 3 resonant X-ray scattering, either in energy-integrated mode (EI-RXS) or in energyresolved inelastic mode (RIXS), has become the tool of choice for the detection of CO in the cuprates. In both cases, tuning of the photon energy to the Cu-L 3 edge enhances the sensitivity of the scattering cross-section to the low-energy electronic states that derive from the CuO 2 planes. In a typical EI-RXS measurement, all photons scattered into a reciprocal-lattice element are picked up by the detector, whereas in RIXS the scattered photons are analyzed by a spectrometer that resolves their energy. Consequently, the EI-RXS measurements (e.g. [9, 10, 13, 23, 37] ) cannot rule out the contribution of inelastic scattering to the broad CO peaks in momentum space. Here, we exploit the high-resolution RIXS instrument at the European Synchrotron Radiation Facility to uncover the presence of dynamic correlations at the charge order wave vector (Q CO ) in both non-SC (x = 0.106) and SC (x = 0.145) NCCO, using the same samples studied in prior EI-RXS work [14] . We find that a large contribution to the dynamic correlations at Q CO occurs in the same energy range spanned by the magnetic excitations. By resolving the polarization of the scattered photons, we find that this enhancement of the dynamic response at Q CO is mostly due to spin-flip processes, thus showing a direct coupling between dynamic magnetic and charge-order correlations in NCCO. Figure 1 (a) shows select Cu-L 3 RIXS spectra measured at different values of H, the in-plane momentum transfer in reciprocal lattice units (rlu), with an energy resolution of approximately 60 meV (full width at half maximum) [38] . This information can be compiled in a single color plot, Fig. 1(b) , which shows the energy-momentum structure of excitations in NCCO, including the elastic line (E = 0 eV) and dispersive excitations in the mid-infrared region (MIR, 100-500 meV), as well as d-d (E > 1.3 eV, [39] ) excitations. To illustrate the relation between EI-RXS and RIXS, we integrate the RIXS spectra over a large energy range, (−0.06, 10) eV. The result is a single momentum distribution curve, Fig. 1(c) , that emulates previous EI-RXS measurements of NCCO [14] . Note that the CO peak constitutes only a small fraction of the integrated intensity (≈ 1%, similar to actual EI-RXS measurements [9, 10, 13, 23, 37] ) and that the large background comes from all other elastic and inelastic scattering within the energy-integration range. Therefore, the peak at Q CO in an EI-RXS experiment is not necessarily restricted to elastic contributions, and it may originate from excitations with energies anywhere within a window of several electronvolts. Our RIXS experiments aim to dissect the inelastic spectrum of NCCO near Q CO .
Figure 2(a) shows the detailed structure of the excitations in the non-SC NCCO sample at 25 K. Following previous EI-RXS measurements, we maximize the sensitivity to the CO by setting the polarization of the incoming photons parallel to the CuO 2 planes (σ incoming polarization) in back scattering (using grazing incidence, H < 0 in our convention) [38] . With this geometry, broad dispersive modes in the MIR include contributions from charge, spin, and phonon excitations [40] [41] [42] [43] [44] [45] [46] . In particular, single spin-flip excitations in doped cuprates, have been named paramagnons, as they are the analogue to the magnon excitations in the AF undoped compound. Paramagnons have been detected in a variety of RIXS measurements and appear as damped but well-defined dispersive modes in the MIR region of the spectrum [41-43, 47, 48] . For NCCO, MIR charge modes that exist only near the zone center (|H| < 0.1 rlu) have also been reported [43, 48] but they are outside the scope of our study. We note that our measurements show an excellent agreement with the paramagnon dispersion obtained from previous RIXS measurements [38, 43] . In our measurements, we find clear signals at Q CO near the paramagnon energies. This is manifest in the raw data as a dynamic signal at Q CO below the paramagnon energies and above the quasielastic line, marked by the white arrow in Fig. 2 (a) (E ≈ 100 meV), accompanied by a scattering enhancement at higher energies (E ≈ 250 meV). Comparing this low-temperature measurement to its counterpart at 300 K, Fig. 2(b) , we find that these two features are mostly suppressed, in agreement with the temperature dependence of the CO obtained from the EI-RXS measurements [14] . We also found a similar energy-momentum structure in measurements for H > 0, and it is confirmed on the SC NCCO sample near optimal doping (T c = 19 K) [38] .
Not immediately clear from the data in Fig. 2(a) is the presence of a CO peak in the quasi-elastic line. In order to clearly establish its presence and to quantify its strength relative to the inelastic signal at Q CO , we separate the RIXS excitation spectrum into different energy regions by constructing energy-integrated momentum distribution curves. First, Fig. 2(c) shows a comparison of the signal integrated over all measurable energies, (−0.06, 10) eV range, to the curve obtained by integrating over the (0.9, 10) eV range, which indicates that the peak at Q CO is fully contained below 0.9 eV. Keeping in mind the energy resolution of these measurements (∆E ≈ 60 meV), in Fig. 2(d) we decompose the Q CO signal into quasi-elastic, (−60, 60) meV, and inelastic, (60, 900) meV, contributions. This analysis shows that roughly half of the peak observed in the EI-RXS measurements at low temperatures comes from inelastic scattering. Also note that this inelastic signal in the 60 to 900 meV range seems to smoothly evolve from the quasi-elastic re- gion (dashed line in Fig. 2(a) ). The decomposition in Fig. 2(d) suggests the coexistence of both dynamic and static CO at low temperatures and the data in Fig. 3(a) show that although suppressed, the shortrange correlations at Q CO are still present at 300 K, in agreement with previous EI-RXS measurements [14] . Remarkably, this suppression occurs unevenly over the energy spectrum. While at room temperature the quasi-elastic component at Q CO is completely absent, Fig. 3(b) , a small inelastic contribution remains in the (60, 900) meV range, Fig. 3(c) . We further note that at 300 K there are no CO correlations in the (−60, 150) meV range, Fig. 3(d) . This indicates that (i) the high-temperature inelastic Q CO signal must originate from the (150, 900) meV energy range [38] where the paramagnons also exist, and (ii) that any temperature dependence below 150 meV is strictly due to electronic degrees of freedom since all significant known phonon modes lie below that energy. [49] . Despite the relatively high Cu-L 3 RIXS energy-resolution of our measurements, we are not able to exclude the possibility that the quasi-elastic signal at Q CO is purely dynamic even at low temperatures. Nevertheless, the temperature dependence observed in our measurements is consistent with the scenario where high-temperature dynamic correlations at Q CO develop into static charge order at low-temperatures.
At first, it might seem difficult to state whether the 300 K MIR feature is a signature of the CO, or whether it appears in the energy-integrated curves due to the shape and details of the paramagnon dispersion. Nevertheless, we highlight that in NCCO the paramagnon dispersion shape remains substantially unchanged between x = 0.04 and x = 0.145 [43] , so that the appearance of the MIR feature at the distinct Q CO of two samples with different doping levels strongly suggests a connection to CO (see [38] for data on SC NCCO). In this context, we make three phenomenological observations: (i) the MIR enhancement is observed at Q CO in all possible scattering geometries (positive and negative H, and σ/π scattering; see Fig. 2 and [38] ), (ii) it follows Q CO as a function of doping [38] , and (iii) it could explain previous EI-RXS measurements that observe a residual peak above 300 K centered at the lowtemperature Q CO [14] . Additionally, a similar enhancement has been observed in Cu-L 3 RIXS measurements of Bi 2 Sr 2−x La x CuO 6+δ [44] . Altogether these observations indicate that the MIR spectral enhancement at Q CO might be a robust feature in the cuprates.
Having established the basic phenomenology of the excitations at Q CO , we further investigate their microscopic origin. At first glance, the anomalies of the electronic response near Q CO shown in Fig. 2(a) seem to resemble the case of a conventional charge density wave with electronphonon coupling. However, in that classic case, the softening of phonon modes driving the static order results in a transfer of spectral weight from high to low energies. Although a longitudinal optical-phonon anomaly occurs in SC NCCO at about Q CO [49] , there are no reports of a classic phonon softening. The data in Figs. 2 and 3 show, instead, a build-up of dynamic electronic correlations centered at Q CO with decreasing temperature. Therefore, it is possible that two related effects are at play: (i) a softening of the electronic response below 150 meV, (ii) concomitant with a spectral weight enhancement at higher energies, centered at 250 meV. Below we describe measurements that investigate the origin of (ii), whereas in regards to (i), we note that a softening of the charge susceptibility is predicted for a d-wave CO in electron-doped cuprates [50] . Now focusing on the MIR enhancement, it is imperative to determine whether it is purely due to charge scattering that coexists with the magnetic excitations, or whether it arises from additional spin-flip scattering at Q CO . To investigate this issue, we first acquired high resolution RIXS spectra (∆E ≈ 35 meV), on and off Q CO , Fig. 4(a) , which clearly corroborate our previous observation that the MIR CO signal exists at the same energy as the param- The color plot in (b) was generated from eight polarization-resolved spectra [38] .
agnons. Although intriguing, this observation alone does not demonstrate the magnetic nature of the dynamic correlations at Q CO . However, with the ability to resolve σπ scattering, where the prime is added to represent the polarization of the scattered photons, it is possible to isolate single spin-flip excitations. Fortunately, a newly developed polarimeter (based on the concept described in Ref. [51] ) allowed us to perform such measurements, albeit with the compromise of a lower energy resolution (∆E ≈ 90 meV). Figure 4 (b) shows the RIXS σπ crosssection, which primarily follows the paramagnon dispersion, as expected for spin-flip scattering. Remarkably, the intensity of the paramagnons shows a measurable enhancement exactly at Q CO , while no vestige of the dynamic signal was detected in the σσ channel [38] . The combination of ultra-high resolution RIXS spectra and polarimetric decomposition indicates that the majority of the dynamic response at Q CO is only possible if it involves a flip of the electronic spin. This last observation does not rule out the presence of dynamic charge correlations at energies lower than that of the paramagnons, as predicted in Ref. [50] . Indeed, since that signal is much weaker than the MIR enhancement, Fig. 2(a) , its detection in the σσ channel may still be beyond the sensitivity of the current state-of-the-art polarimetric RIXS instrumentation. Note, however, that the fluctuations of a CO pattern will necessarily require a transfer of charge between neighboring sites, regardless of the mode of fluctuation -phase shifts or amplitude enhancements. In fact, to conform to the underlying antiferromagnetic correlations, which are strong in electron-doped cuprates, these CO-related intersite processes must involve a change of the spin degree of freedom. Since in this scenario a fluctuation of the charge-order pattern is coupled to a spin-flip process, it nat-urally follows that its excitation energy will largely be determined by the paramagnon energy scale at Q CO . Nevertheless, lower-energy charge excitations near Q CO should remain possible since doping weakens the underlying antiferromagnetic correlations in NCCO. Still, our measurements indicate that a majority of the dynamic correlations at Q CO are magnetic in nature.
Overall, our findings further support the scenario in which the static CO in NCCO originates from the pinning of dynamic correlations with decreasing temperature. Indeed, in YBCO, the pinning of static CO correlations by native defects is supported by nuclear magnetic resonance measurements [28] , while the CO correlation length in HgBa 2 CuO 4+δ appears to be limited by a specific disorder potential [15] . Detailed spatially-resolved measurements will be necessary to identify the role of disorder in the pinning of CO correlations in NCCO. Upon cooling, we observed a softening of the electronic response, which, according to a recent theoretical prediction [50] , may be the first signature of a d-wave CO in NCCO. This observation may have implications for the mechanism of superconductivity in the electron-doped cuprates: a quantum Monte Carlo study showed that a d-wave CO at the measured Q CO implies the presence of nematic fluctuations that also enhance d-wave superconductivity [52] . Finally, our systematic investigation revealed a coupling between dynamic magnetic and charge-order correlations, which might also be present in other hole-and electron-doped cuprates. Depending on the strength of the effect, a similar coupling might be detectable in those materials by future RIXS studies following the methodology described here.
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